2001 toyota echo manual

You can save this vehicle to My Garage by simply signing in or creating a new account. Find
your Toyota or Scion model so that we can personalize your experience. Dealerships for Puerto
Rico can be viewed on an external site. Select your vehicle to uncover all you need to know
about your Toyota, from warranties on replacement parts to manuals for unique vehicle needs.
No Owner's Manuals were found for your. No Accessories, Audio or Navigation manuals were
found for your. No warranty information was found for your. But it doesn't stop there. Emissions
Coverage 1 Coverages vary under Federal and California regulations. For Toyota hybrid
vehicles beginning with model year , the hybrid HV battery is covered for 10 years from original
date of first use or , miles, whichever comes first. Coverage is subject to the terms and
conditions of your New Vehicle Limited Warranty. See Owner's Warranty and Maintenance
Guide for details. We are proud to announce a significant enhancement to our Hybrid Battery
Warranty. Starting with the model year, every Toyota hybrid battery warranty is being increased
from 8 years or , miles, to 10 years from date of first use, or , miles whichever comes first. This
enhancement serves as an indication of our confidence in the quality, dependability, and
reliability of our products. The HV battery may have longer coverage under emissions warranty.
Toyota Genuine Parts are built to the highest standards of quality, durability and performance.
Most have month coverage, and there aren't many, if any, companies that offer a longer
guarantee. For accessories purchased after the new vehicle purchase, the coverage is 12
months, regardless of mileage, from the date the accessory was installed on the vehicle, or the
remainder of any applicable new vehicle warranty, whichever provides greater coverage, with
the exception of car covers. Car covers are warranted for 12 months from the date of purchase
and do not assume any coverage under the Toyota New Vehicle Limited Warranty. Every Toyota
Certified Used Vehicle is put through a point quality insurance inspection, with each Used
Hybrid tested to a point standard. Every new Toyota comes with ToyotaCare 2 , a no cost
maintenance plan with hour roadside assistance. Learn more about features and functionalities
for your vehicle. From audio to optional exterior components, we've got you covered. We've got
the perfect parts and accessories made to fit the exact specifications of your Toyota. Keep your
Toyota a Toyota. Find service centers and dealer offers near you. Toyota Owner manuals and
warranty information are the keys to quality maintenance for your vehicle. No need to hunt
down a separate Toyota repair manual or Toyota service manual. From warranties on Toyota
replacement parts to details on features, Toyota Owners manuals help you find everything you
need to know about your vehicle, all in one place. Detailed Toyota manuals and Toyota warranty
information help with questions about your vehicle specifications and maintenance schedules.
Plus, learn more about what your Toyota warranty coverage includes. What's more, Toyota
warranty information helps you identify your unique vehicle needs as well as plan future service
visits. Or, get the Toyota Manual for your Toyota ride free of charge using our Toyota Owners
manual free download option. To purchase copies of Owner's Manuals, please call â€” or visit
www. Toyota Owners. Sign in Join now. Select A Vehicle. Sign in Join now Select A Vehicle.
You're almost there. Select Your Vehicle. View PDF. Show Less. More To Explore. ToyotaCare
Every new Toyota comes with ToyotaCare 2 , a no cost maintenance plan with hour roadside
assistance. How-To Videos Learn more about features and functionalities for your vehicle.
Learn More. Toyota Genuine Parts We've got the perfect parts and accessories made to fit the
exact specifications of your Toyota. Service Centers Keep your Toyota a Toyota. Keys to Quality
Maintenance. Read More. Additional Resources. Countless reasons to join. Create an account
and get the most out of your Toyota today. This manual is specific to a Toyota Echo.
RepairSurge is compatible with any internet-enabled computer, laptop, smartphone or tablet
device. It is very easy to use and support is always free. We wish we could just show you the
entire manual before you buy, but our publishing agreement with the auto manufacturers
prevents this. We know this sounds crazy. It's a stupid rule in our opinion, but they authorize
our manuals and that's what their lawyers require. Here are some of the comments we have
received from users of RepairSurge. These customers have agreed to allow us to publicly
display their testimonials. We know buying anything online is a risk. Once again, we wish we
could just show you the entire manual before you buy, but our publishing agreement with the
auto manufacturers prevents this. We'll get you the repair information you need, every time, or
your money back. Manufacturer: Toyota. Model: Echo. Production Year: Step by Step
Instructions. Comprehensive Diagrams. Diagnostic Procedures. Wiring Diagrams. Here is what
you'll get. Step-by-step factory recommended repair instructions. Unlimited access to personal
support reps who are always available to assist you. We can answer your questions about using
the software or help you find the specific information you need for your Toyota Echo. Free
real-time updates! Your manual is updated with revised information as soon as it is released.
Access on your terms. Unlimited access to your Toyota Echo manual on a yearly basis. We'll
get you the repair information you need, every time, or we'll refund your purchase in full. Can I

see what the manual looks like? See our guarantee below. You are protected in case the manual
turns out to not be what you need. What Satisfied Mechanics Are Saying. Exactly as advertised,
quick and easy transaction. Get Your Manual. Your satisfaction is guaranteed and your online
transaction is protected by safe and secure SSL encryption technology. Also See for Echo User
manual - pages. Table of Contents. Welcome to the growing group of valueâ€”conscious people
who drive Toyotas. This Owner's Manual explains the operation of your new Toyota. Please read
it. When it comes to service, remember that your Toyota dealer knows your vehicle. He will
provide quality mainte-. Please leave this Owner's Manual in this vehicle at the time of resale.
The next. All information and specifications in this manual are current at the time of printing.
However, because of Toyota's policy of continual product improvement, we reserve. Please
note that this manual applies to all models and explains all equipment,. Therefore, you may find
some explanations for equipment. All rights reserved. This material may not be reproduced or
copied, in whole or in. Previous Page. Next Page. Automobile Toyota Celica Operating Manual
pages. Please read it thoroughly and have all the occupants follow the instructions carefully.
Doing so will help you enjoy many years of safe and troubleâ€”free motoring. For important
information about this manual and your Toyota, read the following pages carefully. Page 2
Important information about your Toyota New vehicle warranty Accessories, spare parts and
modification of your Toyota Your new vehicle is covered by the following Toyota limited
warranties: A wide variety of nonâ€”genuine spare parts and accesso- D New vehicle warranty If
the vehicle The spark ignition system in your Toyota meets all re- is scrapped with the airbags
and pretensioners left as quirements of the Canadian Interferenceâ€”Causing Equip- they are, it
may cause an accident such as a fire. Page 4: Important Information About This Manual You are
informed what you must or must not do in order to avoid or reduce the risk of damage to your
vehicle and its equipment. Tire information: See pages through Tire pressure: See page
Publication No. OMU Part No. Indicator symbols on the instrument panel Power window
switches 8. Glove box 9. Automatic transmission selector lever or SU manual transmission gear
shift lever Parking brake lever Power door lock switch without power windows Hood lock
release lever Air conditioning controls 7. Car audio 9. Ignition switch Tilt steering lock release
lever Service reminder indicators and 3. Fuel gauge 5. Trip meter reset knob indicator lights 4.
Odometer and two trip meters 2. Page Side Doors Vehicles with power door lock sys- unlock all
the doors simultaneously. Pushing the switch twice within 3 seconds unlocks all the doors
simultaneously. At this time, parking lights, side marker lights and tail lights flash twice. The
alarm will last for one minute. Page 18 Be careful not to bend the electrode of the transmitter
battery insertion and that dust or oils do not adhere to the transmitter case. These limits are
Toyota dealer as soon as possible to pressly approved by the party respon- designed to provide
reasonable protec- avoid the possibility of theft, or an acci Page Power Windows To open:
Lightly push down the switch. To close: Pull up the switch. Unat- tended children can be
involved in serious accidents. The handle illuminating time depends on the intensity of the light
thrown on the handle. Close and lock all the doors, trunk and hood. The indicator light will come
on when all the doors, trunk and hood are closed and locked. If the system does not work
properly, have it checked by your Toyota dealer. If the indicator lamp does not go off, contact
your Toyota dealer as soon as possible. Page Fold down the seatback. Each seatback may be
folded separately. Make sure the luggage loaded in the enlarged trunk will not damage the
webbing of the rear center seat belt when left seatback folded down. If the seat belt does not
function SU normally, immediately contact your Toyota dealer. Page 36 It also may lock if you
lean forward too quickly. A Toyota dealer. Do not use the seat slow, easy motion will allow the
belt to until the seat belt is fixed. It cannot extend, and you can move around freely. Page 37 To
raise: Slide the anchor up. To lower: Push in the lock release button and slide the anchor down.
After adjustment make sure the anchor is locked in position. Bring the heaviest coat you expect
to wear for prop- er measurement and selection of length. Page 41 If the seat belt does not
function normally, immediately contact your Toyota dealer. Page 42 The front seat belt
pretensioners are con- z Repairs made on or near the front trolled by the airbag sensor
assembly. The fenders, front end structure or con- airbag sensor assembly consists of a safsole ing sensor and airbag sensor. Page 44 80 in Sec- form. If the severity of the impact is below
the above threshold level, the SRS front air- bags may not deploy. Airbag sensor assembly
inflate only once. The airbag sensor assembly consists of a safing sensor and airbag sensor. To
avoid potential death or serious injury when they inflate, the driver and front passenger must:
SU Wear their seat belts properly. Page 52 For side. Door side airbag sensor only only once.
The side airbag sensors consist of a safing sensor and airbag sensor. Do not disconnect the
battery cables before contacting your Toyota dealer. The laws of all fifty states in the U. Page 58
If it is not restrained securely, it may cause death or se- rious injury to the child in the event of a
sudden stop or accident. Fully extend the shoulder belt to put it 3. While pressing the infant seat

firmly Toyota dealer immediately. Do not in the lock mode. When the belt is against the seat
cushion and seatback, use the seat until the seat belt is Page 62 Follow all the installation ger.
Run the lap and shoulder belt through 2. Fully extend the shoulder belt to put it Toyota dealer
immediately. Do not or around the convertible seat following in the lock mode. When the belt is
use the seat until the seat belt is Page 65 Follow all the installation ger. Page 68 Follow all the
Anchor brackets are installed for each installation instructions provided by its rear seating
position. This symbol indicates the location of user ready anchor brackets. Remove the head
restraint. Latch hook onto the anchor bracket and tighten the top strap. In this case, it is not
necessary to fix the child restraint system with a seat belt on the vehicle. For the installation
details, refer to the instruction manual equipped with each product. Otherwise, this can cause
severe inju- ry to the child in case of a sudden braking or collision. Any object seen in a convex
mirror will look smaller and farther away than when seen in a flat mirror. The reflection in the
mirror has greater clarity at this position. Night drivingâ€”Lever at position 2 Remember that by
reducing glare you also lose some rear view clarity. If the turn signal indicator lights green
lights on the instrument panel flash faster than normal, a front or rear turn signal bulb is burned
out. On some models, the system will automat- ically shut off after the defogger has oper- ated
about 15 minutes. Service reminder indicators and warning buzzers If the indicator lamp does
not go off, contact your Toyota dealer as SU SU soon as possible. Low engine coolant All trip
meter data is cancelled if the elec- trical power source is disconnected. Toyota dealer Stop and
check. Toyota dealer. Stop and check. Fill up tank. Do not continue driving if the engine drive
belt is broken or loose. Do not drive the vehicle with the After the parts monitored by the
warning light a few seconds, the light will go off. Contact your Toyota dealer as soon as
possible to service the vehicle. If it flashes while you are driving, stop the vehicle and check
your engine. Page 89 Have it checked by your Toyota dealer as soon as 1. Apply the parking
brake. Open one of the side doors or back door. The open door warning light should come on.
The key can be re- moved only at this position. If the engine is turned off when the over- drive is
off and restarted, the overdrive will automatically be on. When towing a trailer, in order to mainNever shift into reverse while the ve- tain engine braking efficiency, do not hicle is moving. The
transmission is fully synchronized and upshifting or downshifting is easy. Make sure the
vehicle is completely stopped before shifting into reverse. Car audio system operating hints
Some information may not pertain to your sys- tem. Page Then it will play from track 1 again.
This is true whether the cassette was playing or fast forwarding. Page This process will be
continued until you push the button again to turn off the repeat feature. There must be at least 3
seconds of blank space between tracks in order for the re- peat feature to work correctly. Turn
the knob clockwise to step up There must be at least 3 seconds of blank the frequency. If a tape
fast forwards com- pletely, the cassette player will play the other side of the tape, using the
autoâ€”re- verse feature. Turn the knob clockwise to step up the amount of channel separation
to prev- the frequency. Page Licensing Corporation. This system allows you to set twelve FM
stations, two for each button. Turn the knob clockwise to step up feature will be turned off. Page
In addition, reception conditions A wet type is recommended. On hot days, use the air
conditioning to cool the vehicle interior before you listen to a disc. Bumpy roads or other
vibrations may make your compact disc player skip. Store them in their plastic cases away from
moisture, heat, and direct sunlight. Air Intake Selector 3. Air Flow Selector 4. Fan Speed
Selector 5. Biâ€”levelâ€”Air flows from both the floor vents and the instrument panel vents.
Floorâ€”Air flows mainly from the floor vents. Air intake selector Move the lever to select the air
source. Recirculateâ€”Recirculates the air inside the vehicle. Freshâ€”Draws outside air into the
sys- tem. This vents the hot air, allowing the air conditioning to cool the interior more quickly.
Bi- levelâ€”Air flows from both the floor vents and the instrument panel vents. If equivalent for
replacement. If the floor slips and interferes with movement of the pedals during driv- ing, it
may cause an accident. Page Toyota does not recommend the use of be applied world wide. If
fuel con- sists of three categories that depend on rating no lower than In a very few cases, you
may experience drivability problems caused by the particu- First, comply with the vehicle
registration lar gasoline that you are using. Page Remember, your Toyota cause the engine to
misfire, creat- dealer knows your vehicle and its ing an excessive load on the threeâ€” Page
Engine Exhaust Cautions If it is unavoidable, however, do so only in an unconfined area and
adjust the heating or cooling system to force outside air into the vehicle. Page This means that
the antiâ€”lock brake system is in the selfâ€” check mode, and does not indicate a malfunction. The use of tires other than specified may fail to detect the accurate turning speed
resulting in a longer stopping dis- tance. There- service the vehicle. Page Luggage Stowage
Precautions This is the primary identification number possible. It is used in registering of the
vehicle. In an accident they the ownership of your vehicle. Also, all season tires fall short in
accel- eration handling performance compared with summer tires in highway driving. How to

save fuel and make your vehicle last longer, too.. Simply restart it, using the correct proce- dure
given in normal starting. If the engine will not start It is not designed for trailer towing. Get into
high Maintain a moderate speed on high- gear as quickly as possible. The faster you drive,the
greater the fuel consumption. By reducing your speed, you will cut down on fuel con- sumption.
Your power steering and brake booster will not function with- out the engine running. Also, the
emission control system operates properly only when the engine is run- ning. If you lose your
wireless remote control transmitter If the light is out, dim or goes out If the engine still will not
start, it needs when the starter is cranked, the battery adjustment or repair. Call a Toyota dealer
is discharged. You may try jump start- or qualified repair shop for assistance. Page Then get
immediate medical attention. If possible, continue to apply water with a sponge or cloth while en
route to the medical office. Escaping steam or coolant is a sign of very high pressure. You
should have it checked as spot with firm ground. Stop the engine and turn on your emergency
flashers. Page To keep the compact spare tire noticeable, Raise the vehicle only high enough do
not hide the wheel by a wheel cover to remove and change the tire. Jack handle signed
especially for your Toyota. Wheel nut wrench Do not use it on any other vehicle. Jack 4. Then
secure the tire by repeating the above removal steps in reverse order to prevent it from flying
forward during a collision or sudden braking. Be careful that the ornament to avoid unexpected
person- wrench does not slip off the nut. Do not remove the nuts yetâ€”just unscrew them
about oneâ€”half turn. Wiggle clockwise. As the jack touches the vehicle the tire and press it
back over the other and begins to lift, doubleâ€”check that it is bolts. Tighten each nut a little at
a time in the order shown. Repeat the process until all the nuts are tight. In consultation with
them, have your vehicle towed using either a or b. The steering lock mechanism is not strong
enough hold front wheels straight. Avoid sudden starts or er Start the engine. For your safety, 2.
Pry up the cover with a flatâ€”bladed keep the brake pedal depressed. Be sure to have the
system checked by your Toyota dealer as soon as possible. Washing and waxing your Toyota.
Page Now, it is up to you. Proper more harm than good to simply wet the High temperatures will
cause corrosion care of your Toyota can help ensure longâ€” mud and debris without removing
them. Page Plastic bumpers: Wash carefully. Do not so damp it will cause corrosion. Even if
scrub with abrasive cleaners. The bumper your garage is heated, a wet vehicle can faces are
soft. To prevent water spots, dry the vehicle precautions. Be sure to polish and wax ing your
Toyota through an automatic using a clean soft cotton towel. Do not the chrome trim as well as
the paint. Page Use a cloth or sponge. As you are clean- ing, check the belts for excessive wear,
fraying, or cuts. If you have any questions about the cleaning of your Toyota, your local Toyota
dealer will be pleased to answer them. See form them are presented in Section 7. It is recomTire rotation Page Engine Oil Check the level on the dipstick with the properly and smoothly.
Make sure that the leased. See Section 7â€”2 for addi- damaged. Some impor- possible.
Windshield washer fluid tank 2. Engine oil filler cap 3. Power steering fluid reservoir 4. Brake
fluid reservoir 5. Battery 6. Fuse blocks 7. Engine coolant reservoir 8. Electric cooling fan 9.
This section gives instructions only for those items that are relatively easy for an SU owner to
perform. As explained in Section Page Engine Oil Al- spill some of the coolant, be sure ways
use automotive jack stands or to wash off with water to prevent it other solid supports.
Remember all Toyota parts are de- Funnel only for adding fluid z Use only spark plugs of the
speci- signed in metric sizes, so your tools must Checking power steering fluid fied type. Page
Pantograph jack.. Never get under the vehicle when the vehicle is supported by the jack alone;
use vehicle support stands. When raising the vehicle, do not put an object on or under the jack.
Aluminum wheel precautions Pull out the dipstick, and wipe it clean with a rag. Reinsert the
dipstickâ€”push it in as far as it will go, or the reading will not be correct. Pull the dipstick out
and look at the oil level on the end. If you can find no leak, have your Toyota dealer test the cap
pressure and check for leaks in the cooling system. ILSAC certification mark NOTICE If you spill
some of the fluid, be sure to wash it off with water to prevent it from damaging the parts or
paint. If your ve- tread wear indicators to help you know hicle has been parked for at least 3
when the tires need replacement. Page Rotating Tires Any tires which are over 6 years old must
be checked by a qualified techni- Toyota recommends all four tires, or at cian even if damage is
not obvious. Page Replacing Wheels Correct replacement wheels are available When driving
with chains installed, at your Toyota dealer. Slow A wheel of a different size or type may down
before entering the curves to adversely affect handling, wheel and bear- avoid losing control of
the vehicle. Page Aluminum Wheel Precautions km miles. When using tire chains, be careful not
to damage the aluminum wheels. Use only the Toyota wheel nuts and wrench designed for your
aluminum wheels. When balancing your wheels, use only Toyota balance weights or equivalent
and a plastic or rubber hammer. Tighten holdâ€”down clamp only tinue to apply water with a
sponge enough to keep the battery firmly in or cloth while en route to the medi- place.
Overtightening may damage the cal office. The battery may explode, Charging necessary. Also,

be sure all accessories are turned off. Page Checking And Replacing Fuses The lid of the fuse
box shows Good Blown spare fuses and keep them in your ve- the name of the circuit for each
fuse. See hicle for emergencies. Section 8 of this manual for the functions controlled by each
circuit. Have your Toyota dealer correct it as light comes on, the washer tank may be a bulb,
make sure the ignition switch and soon as possible. Page 1. Unplug the connector. Remove the
rubber cover. High mounted If the connector is tight, wiggle it. Aiming is not necessary after
replacing the bulb. When aiming adjustment is nec- essary, contact your Toyota dealer. Page
Pedal free play, mm in. Page Tires ACC 15 A: Clock, radio, outside rear view mirror system,
cigarette lighter 5. OBD 7. TAIL 7. Grades B and A represent higher levels of perfor- mance on
the laboratory test wheel than the minimum required by law. Page Toyota dealer. Areas covered
include such things as spark plug re Pub. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete.
Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from
URL. Also See for Echo Owner's manual - pages. Table of Contents. Indicator symbols on the
instrument panel. Previous Page. Next Page. Automobile Toyota Celica Operating Manual
pages. Instrument cluster overview. Side vents 2. Instrument cluster 3. Center vents 4. Rear
view mirror remote control levers 5. Auxiliary box 6. Power door lock switches with power
windows 7. Power window switches 8. Glove box 9. Headlight and turn signal switch 2. Wiper
and washer switches 3. Rear window defogger switch 4. Emergency flasher switch 5. Clock 6.
Air conditioning controls 7. Car audio 9. Service reminder indicators and 3. Fuel gauge 5. Trip
meter reset knob indicator lights 4. Odometer and two trip meters 2. Side doors. Page 8: Keys If
you should lose your keys or if you trunk. To lock: Turn the key forward. To lock: Push the knob
down. Along with the proper use of seat belts, locking the doors helps prevent the driver and
passengers from being thrown out from the ve- hicle during an accident. Page 12 When
replacing the transmitter bat- trol transmitters for the same vehicle. The alarm will last for one
minute. Using a coin or equivalent, open the 2. Remove the discharged transmitter bat- 3. Put a
new transmitter battery with posi- transmitter case. Close the transmitter case securely. These
limits are Toyota dealer as soon as possible to pressly approved by the party respon- designed
to provide reasonable protec- avoid the possibility of theft, or an acci The window will fully
open. This not only keeps the luggage from being thrown out but SU also prevents exhaust
gases from SU entering the vehicle. After closing the trunk lid, insert the To open the hood:
lease lever so that things locked in the master key and turn it counterclock- 1. Clos- ing the
hood with the support rod up could cause the hood to bend. SU SU 2. In front of the vehicle, pull
up the 3. When the system is set, the indicator light will start flashing again. After making sure
the indicator light starts flashing, you may leave the ve- hicle. Page Fuel Tank Cap " is activated
when the battery terminal Open the trunk with the key. If the system does not work properly,
have it checked by your Toyota dealer. If the indicator lamp does not go off, contact your Toyota
dealer as soon as possible. Front seats. Page Seats Consult your Toyota dealer if you insist on
modifications of this kind. Then slide the seat to the desired The objects may interfere with the
position with slight body pressure and seatâ€”lock mechanism or unexpect Page Head
Restraints " Do not drive with the head re- is arranged in the proper position straints removed.
Page 31 It also may normally, immediately contact your lock if you lean forward too quickly. A
Toyota dealer. Do not use the seat until the seat belt is fixed. It cannot slow, easy motion will
allow the belt to extend, and you can move around freely. The belt should be Too high SY kept
away from your neck, but not SY falling off your shoulder. Keep the lap belt as low on your hips
as possible. Failure to properly match the buckle SU and tab may cause severe injury in SU
case of an accident or a collision. Page 35 Please contact your local Toyota dealer so nally
intended for. SU that the dealer can order the proper re- quired length for the extender. Bring
the heaviest coat you expect to wear for prop- er measurement and selection of length. Page 36
" If the seat belt does not function normally, immediately contact your Toyota dealer. Page 37
Do not perform any of the following gas may be released. This gas is harm- changes without
consulting your less and does not indicate that a fire is Toyota dealer. Such changes occurring.
Page 39 A driver or front passenger too close to the steering wheel or dashboard during airbag
deployment killed seriously injured. Toyota SU SU strongly recommends that: " The driver sit as
far back as pos- sible from the steering wheel while still maintaining control of the ve- hicle.
Then a chemical vehicle buckles. In vehicles with a pas- reaction in the inflators quickly fills the
senger airbag the windshield may also be airbags with nonâ€”toxic gas to help restrain Page 42
SU child restraint system. Toyota tems. The front seat occupants can be killed or seriously
injured by the strongly recommends that all in- inflating airbags if they do not wear fants and
children be placed in the rear seat of the vehicle and proper- the available seat belts properly. It
is dan- SU gerous if the side airbag inflates, SY Do not modify, remove, strike or open any
components such as the steering wheel pad, steering wheel, column cover or front pas- senger
airbag cover, front passen- SY SY ger airbag or airbag sensor assem To avoid potential death or

serious injury when they inflate, the driver and front passenger must: SU " Then a chemical
reaction in the inflators " The SRS side airbag system is de- quickly fills the airbags with
nonâ€”toxic gas signed only as a supplement to the to help restrain the lateral motion of the
primary Page 49 SP SP child restraint system. Toyota strongly recommends that all in- fants
and children be placed in the rear seat of the vehicle and proper- ly restrained. The rear seat is
the safest for infants and children. Do not disconnect the battery cables before contacting your
Toyota dealer. The laws of all fifty states in the U. Page 52 â€”Child restraint system A child
restraint system for a small " " Toyota strongly urges use of A forwardâ€”facing child restraint
sys- child or baby must itself be properly proper child restraint system which tem should be
allowed to be put on Run the lap and shoulder belt through " CAUTION Do not put a
rearâ€”facing child re- or around the infant seat following the straint system on the rear seat if it
instructions provided by its manufactur- " Page 56 2. Fully extend the shoulder belt to put it 3.
While pressing the infant seat firmly Toyota dealer immediately. Do not in the lock mode. When
the belt is against the seat cushion and seatback, use the seat until the seat belt is Page 59 1.
Run the lap and shoulder belt through 2. Fully extend the shoulder belt to put it Toyota dealer
immediately. Do not or around the convertible seat following in the lock mode. When the belt is
use the seat until the seat belt is While pressing convertible seat 4. To remove the convertible
seat, press CAUTION firmly against the seat cushion and the buckleâ€”release button and allow
the seatback, let the shoulder belt retract belt to retract completely. The belt will Push and pull
the child restraint sys- as far as it will go to hold the convert- move freely again and be ready to
It is dan- SU SU gerous if the side airbag inflates, Page 62 Always make sure the shoulder belt
child from injury. Contact your Toyota dealer immediately. To remove the child restraint system,
Follow the procedure below for a child Use the anchor bracket on the back press the
buckleâ€”release button and al- restraint system that use of a top strap panel to attach the top
strap. Open the anchor bracket cover with 3. Securely fasten the child restraint the mark shown
in the illustration. Remove the head restraint. Latch hook onto the anchor Widen the clearance
between seat cushion and seatback a little and confirm the position of the low- er anchorages
below the tag in the seatback. Latch the hooks of lower straps onto the anchorages and tighten
the lower straps. It may vehicle is moving. It may cause the cause the driver to mishandle the
driver to mishandle the vehicle and vehicle and an accident may occur SU It may cause the
driver to mishandle the vehicle and SYa SP an accident may occur resulting in personal injuries.
Emergency flashers. Leaving the defogger on for a long time could cause the battery to
discharge, especially during stopâ€”andâ€” go driving. The defogger is not designed for drying
rain water or for melting snow. Engine coolant temperature indicator and warning light. Page
Fuel Gauge High engine coolant the fuel tank immediately. If the indicator lamp does not go off,
contact your Toyota dealer as SU SU soon as possible. Low engine coolant Trip meter reset
knobâ€”It can reset the warning light flashes, your engine is too two trip meters to zero, and
also hot. If your vehicle overheats, stop your change the meter display. Toyota dealer. Indicator
and buzzer Close all doors. Do not continue driving if the engine drive belt is broken or loose.
Do not drive the vehicle with the " After the parts monitored by the warning light a few seconds,
the light will go off. Contact your Toyota dealer as soon as possible to service the vehicle. If it
flashes while you are driving, stop the " Page 84 Have it checked by your Toyota dealer as soon
as 1. Apply the parking brake. Open one of the side doors or back door. The open door warning
light should come on. Automatic transmission. Release the parking brake and brake pedal.
Depress the accelerator pedal 1. Bring the vehicle to a complete stop. Pull the parking brake
lever up fully to Be careful when downshifting on a gine. The approximate maximum al- securely
apply the parking brake. If it is difficult to shift into reverse, put the transmission in neutral,
release the To set: Pull up the lever. For better hold- clutch pedal momentarily, and then try ing
power, first depress the brake pedal again. Using your audio system. Page 94 Using your audio
systemâ€” â€”Some basics Reference This section describes some of the basic features on
Toyota audio systems. Some information may not pertain to your sys- tem. Page 95 Then it will
play from track 1 again. Page 98 When the audio is set into compact disc If the malfunction is
not rectified, take The display will show the range from operation, the display shows the track
or, your vehicle to your Toyota dealer. You can either scan all the frequencies on will scan all
the tracks on the disc you a band or scan only the preset stations Page After the end of the tape
is reached, TUNE Tuning the player will automatically reverse Your Toyota has an electronic
tuning radio sides and start playing the other side. Turn the knob clockwise to step up There
must be at least 3 seconds of blank the frequency. Page If the malfunction is not rectified, take
sound balance between the front and rear, track and disc number currently being your vehicle
to your Toyota dealer. Turn the knob clockwise to step up the amount of channel separation to
prev- the frequency. Page If the malfunction is not rectified, take track and disc number
currently being The display will show the range from your vehicle to your Toyota dealer. Turn

the knob clockwise to step up feature will be turned off. If moisture gets into your compact disc
player, you may not hear any sound Lowâ€”quality cassette tapes can cause even though your
compact disc player many problems, including poor sound, appears to be working. Remove the
inconsistent playing speed, Do ened with water. Wipe in a straight line not use them as the
player could be from the center to the edge of the disc damaged. Air flow selector settings. Air
Intake Selector 3. Air Flow Selector 4. Fan Speed Selector 5. Windshieldâ€”Air flows mainly
from the windshield vents. Turn the knob to adjust the fan speedâ€”to the right to increase, to
the left to de- Use with the air intake selector posi- crease. To turn the air conditioning off, press
the button again. Air intake selector Move the lever to select the air source. This vents the hot
air, allowing the air conditioning to cool the interior more quickly. Cigarette lighter and ashtray.
If equivalent for replacement. Inserting When finished with your cigarette, thor- a foreign object
other than the ap- oughly extinguish it in the ashtray to pre- propriate plug that fits the outlet,
vent other cigarette butts from catching To use the box, pull on the handle. If the floor slips and
interferes with movement of the pedals during driv- ing, it may cause an accident. Page Break-In
Period To help prevent gas station mixâ€”ups, your to the future economy and long life of
steady speed on level roads, consult your Toyota has a smaller fuel tank opening. The special
nozzle on pumps with un- " Page Toyota does not recommend the use of be applied world wide.
If fuel con- sists of three categories that depend on rating no lower than In a very few cases, you
may experience drivability problems caused by the particu- First, comply with the vehicle
registration lar gasoline that you are using. Page Remember, your Toyota cause the engine to
misfire, creat- dealer knows your vehicle and its ing an excessive load on the threeâ€” An open
or unsealed trunk lubricating and cooling the inside of the " Page Brake System More oil is
consumed by highâ€”speed driv- regularly. They do not indicate a malfunc- When the
antiâ€”lock brake system func- " Do not pump the brake pedal if the tion of the system: tion is
in action, you may feel the brake engine stalls. Page Brake Pad Wear Limit Indicators Contact
your lock brake system works properly, the Toyota dealer as soon as possible to light turns off
after a few seconds. There- service the vehicle. Page Luggage Stowage Precautions This is the
primary identification number possible. It is used in registering of the vehicle. In an accident
they the ownership of your vehicle. The purpose of these labels is to reduce the incidence of
vehicle thefts by facilitat- ing the tracing and recovery of parts from SU SU If your engine stalls
while driving. If the light is out, dim or goes out If the engine still will not start, it needs when the
starter is cranked, the battery adjustment or repair. Call a Toyota dealer is discharged. You may
try jump start- or qualified repair shop for assistance. If the booster battery is installed in
battery will explode if a flame or sult from battery explosion, acid burns, another vehicle, make
sure the vehicles spark is brought near. Make the cable connections in the or- c. Start your
engine in the normal way. If your engine stalls while driving You should have it checked as spot
with firm ground. Stop the engine and turn on your emergency flashers. Driving even a short
dis- automatic reverse manual. Jack handle signed especially for your Toyota. Wheel nut
wrench Do not use it on any other vehicle. Jack " 4. Spare tire To remove the spare tire: 2. Block
the wheel diagonally opposite the flat tire to keep the vehicle from To remove: Turn the joint in
direction 1 1. Remove the wheel ornament. Loosen all the wheel nuts. Position the jack at the
correct jack point as shown. Pry off the wheel ornament, using the Always loosen the wheel
nuts before rais- beveled end of the wheel nut wrench as SYa SY 6. After making sure that no
one is in 7. Remove the wheel nuts and change the vehicle, raise it high enough so tires.
Reinstall all the wheel nuts finger 9. Lower the vehicle completely and rosion on the mounting
surfaces with a tight. Adjust the air pressure to the specification When lowering the vehicle,
make sure designed in Section 8. If the pressure is all portions of your body and all oth- lower,
drive slowly to the nearest service er persons around will not be injured Page If Your Vehicle
Needs To Be Towed If your vehicle needs to be towedâ€” If towing is necessary, we recommend
a Towing with wheel lift type truckâ€” you to have it done by your Toyota â€”From front dealer
or a commercial tow truck ser- vice. In consultation with them, have your vehicle towed using
either a or b. Use a towing dolly under the front truck wheels. Avoid sudden starts or er Start the
engine. For your safety, 2. Pry up the cover with a flatâ€”bladed keep the brake pedal
depressed. Be sure to have the system checked by your Toyota dealer as soon as possible.
Washing and waxing your Toyota. Page Now, it is up to you. Proper more harm than good to
simply wet the High temperatures will cause corrosion care of your Toyota can help ensure
longâ€” mud and debris without removing them. Wa- Washing your Toyota 1. Rinse off loose
dirt with a hose. Re- ter and dirt can accumulate under the move any mud or road salt from the
Page 4. To prevent water spots, dry the vehicle precautions. Be sure to polish and wax ing your
Toyota through an automatic using a clean soft cotton towel. Do not the chrome trim as well as
the paint. Begin by vacuuming thoroughly to remove Be careful not to splash water or First
vacuum over the upholstery to re Page Immediately clean any spill using the method mentioned

above. If you have any questions about the cleaning of your Toyota, your local Toyota dealer
will be pleased to answer them. General maintenance. Page Simple instructions for how to peror if you prefer, your Toyota dealer will be without invalidating this warranty. See form them are
presented in Section 7. It is recom- Tire rotation Page If you notice any of these clues, take your
Check the level through the reservoir. Some impor- possible. Fuse locations. Windshield
washer fluid tank 2. Engine oil filler cap 3. Power steering fluid reservoir 4. Brake fluid reservoir
5. Battery 6. Fuse blocks 7. Engine coolant reservoir 8. Electric cooling fan 9. This section gives
instructions only for those items that are relatively easy for an SU owner to perform. As
explained in Section Page Rag or paper towel to fall through the spark plugholes. Checking the
engine coolant level. Page Checking The Engine Coolant Level Visually check the radiator,
hoses, engine coolant filler cap, radiator cap and drain cock and water pump. If you can find no
leak, have your Toyota dealer test the cap pressure and check for leaks in the cooling system.
ILSAC certification mark Fill the brake fluid to the dotted voir. If necessary, add automatic transline. After replacing the reservoir cap and rubber cap, visually check the steering If cold add box
case, vane pump and hose con- If cold O. Page Checking And Replacing Tires " have been lost,
have new ones put on The pressure should be checked only The tires on your Toyota have
builtâ€”in as soon as possible. If your ve- tread wear indicators to help you know hicle has been
parked for at least 3 when the tires need replacement. Page Rotating Tires Any tires which are
over 6 years old must be checked by a qualified techni- Toyota recommends all four tires, or at
cian even if damage is not obvious. Page Replacing Wheels Correct replacement wheels are
available " at your Toyota dealer. When driving with chains installed, be sure to drive carefully.
Slow A wheel of a different size or type may Page Aluminum Wheel Precautions km miles.
Battery recharging precautions. The battery produces flammable and " Page Battery Recharging
Precautions Good gerous. The battery may explode, Charging necessary. Also, be sure all
accessories are turned off. The location of the pullâ€”out Type A tool is shown in the
illustration. If you are not sure whether the fuse has blown, try replacing the suspected fuse
with one that you know is good. Page Adding Washer Fluid When replacing tem. Have your
Toyota dealer correct it as light comes on, the washer tank may be a bulb, make sure the
ignition switch and soon as possible. Unplug the connector. Remove the rubber cover. High
mounted If the connector is tight, wiggle it. Page Make sure the rubber cover fits snugly on bulb
with the cutouts of the mounting the connector and the headlight body. Aiming is not necessary
after replacing the bulb. When aiming adjustment is nec- essary, contact your Toyota dealer.
Page Service Specifications 3. Page Pedal free play, mm in. HAZ 10 A: Turn signal lights,
emergen- cy flashers Uniform tire quality grading. Page Washington,D. Print page 1 Print
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